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Abstract:  

Wilderness search and rescue (WSAR) is a carefully planned and organized team 
operation, requiring collaboration and information sharing between many volun-
teers who are spread out across various locations in the outdoors. Workers play a 
variety of roles, both on the ground and at a command post, and they need infor-
mation and awareness specific to those roles. In our work, we are interested in un-
derstanding how this information is gathered and passed around, how it helps 
WSAR workers achieve their goals, and what challenges they face in sending and 
receiving information as well as in maintaining proper awareness. We conducted a 
study where we interviewed WSAR workers and observed a simulated search. Our 
findings reveal that WSAR workers face challenges in maintaining a shared mental 
model when radio and network connectivity are sparse. Our insights reveal oppor-
tunities for new communication modalities, such as (but not limited to) video com-
munication, augmented reality, drones, and team-collaboration platforms to provide 
awareness and make communication and coordination easier remotely across vari-
ous locations, but particularly between the field teams and Command workers. 
However, such technologies should also be designed to anticipate gaps in radio re-
ception, and provide opportunities for workers to communicate asynchronously and 
see relevant ‘offline’ information in a context-dependent manner. We present de-
sign ideas that pursue some of these opportunities. 
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Introduction 

When a hiker gets lost in the woods or a skier does not return home from the moun-
tain, a search crew needs to be called to find the missing person and bring them out 
of the wilderness safely. Wilderness search and rescue (wilderness SAR, or WSAR) 
is time critical, in that personnel need to find the missing person (called the subject 
of the search) as soon as possible, as surviving in the wilderness for a long period 
of time is incredibly difficult, especially for someone who may be injured. In many 
parts of the Western world, WSAR groups are volunteer based, though volunteers 
are professionally trained, and their training is consistent among members. As a 
result, they have a shared understanding of work protocols and language. However, 
each member also has a unique set of skills and a unique perspective to provide to 
the operation. For example, some are managers with a higher-level overview per-
spective, while others are ground workers with a lower-level and more-focused per-
spective. 
 

 
Figure 1: WSAR involves careful communication, coordination, and information sharing 

between managers at a command post (left) and searchers in the field (right). 
 

In a typical scenario in Western Canada (which is similar to other parts of the 
world), a SAR agency would be called to respond to a report of a missing person 
[23,24], herein called the subject of the search. The SAR manager on duty for the 
agency would respond and send a callout to available members of the agency to 
meet at a staging area, which is usually set by the manager to be a convenient loca-
tion near the search area. As members arrive, they form one or more field teams 
who are given assignments to search specific areas of the field using different search 
techniques. The manager and her management team (herein called Command for 
simplicity) set up a mobile-office, which is usually a trailer or set of trailers, at the 
staging area in advance of the members’ arrivals (Figure 1, left). This is the base 
location where Command works; coordinating and keeping track of teams and 
equipment, overseeing the operation, and making planning decisions. As field teams 
search their assigned areas (Figure 1, right), they report back important information 
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(e.g., clues found, environmental hazards that could pose a threat to other teams, 
etc.) to Command. Many SAR agencies in Western countries work on a collabora-
tion basis, where teams will call for assistance from other teams in the event that a 
missing person is not found within a few hours, or in the case where stakes are high; 
e.g., there are multiple missing people, or the weather is severe and they need to 
find the missing person as soon as possible [23,24]. 

WSAR teams look for and rescue lost people in wilderness areas, which are nat-
ural areas on land not built up with a lot of infrastructure. Besides a hiking trail and 
a few sign posts, the majority of the area is untouched nature. Often, these areas 
contain dense forests, rivers, lakes, mountains, valleys, and wildlife. This is in con-
trast to urban SAR, which takes place in urban areas and collapsed buildings, usu-
ally after a disaster; marine SAR, which takes place in the open sea and other large 
bodies of water such as the Great Lakes, usually for lost vessels such as ships and 
crashed airplanes; and, combat SAR, which is the search for and extraction of peo-
ple from war and conflict zones. 

For our work, we are interested in understanding what challenges WSAR work-
ers face in remote communication and distributed collaboration, and exploring how 
newer collaboration technologies such as augmented reality, video communication, 
drones, and shared digital workspaces could help address some of those challenges. 
In WSAR, there is a lot of information sharing between managers at Command and 
workers in the field. This information is used to keep Command aware of the sta-
tuses and activities of field teams, and to aid in planning the future actions of the 
responding agency as a whole. We are interested in understanding how this com-
munication and information sharing happen, what goals they support, and how we 
can design newer technologies to better support this information sharing so that they 
aid WSAR workers in maintaining the situation awareness [13] and team cognition 
[15,19] they need. We have been working closely with WSAR groups in Western 
Canada for this purpose. 

Past and ongoing research has explored how to design and build collaboration 
technologies for other emergency-response and high-stakes situations such as fire-
fighting [25,33,34] and disaster response [1,2,4,8,9,30,35]. We can learn from some 
of the insights of this work and apply it to WSAR contexts. For example, WSAR 
shares some similarities with firefighting in that there are many workers ‘on the 
ground’ responding to an emergency, communicating and coordinating with each 
other, and answering to a commander [33]. Roles are highly structured, usually in 
accordance to a standard protocol such as the Incident Command System (ICS) 
[7,17,37], and information typically flows between personnel based on their roles, 
responsibilities, and positions within the pre-defined hierarchy. It also shares some 
similarities with disaster response [29,30,36], in that response efforts happen over 
longer periods of time, and commanders make use of information from multiple 
distributed sources ‘on the ground’. 

Implicit communication (sometimes called consequential communication) hap-
pens when a message is sent or received that is not intended to be communication. 
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It is unintentional communication that happens as a result of one’s use of or inter-
actions with a tool or artifact [14]. For example, someone putting on their jacket 
and hiking boots communicates that that person is about to go outside and on a hike. 
The act of putting on the jacket and boots is not intended to be a communicative act, 
but it still communicates a message. This is in contrast to explicit communication, 
which is when an act is solely a communicative act, intended to be interpreted as 
communication [14]. Implicit communication is usually done through non-verbal 
actions, whereas explicit communication can happen through both verbal words and 
non-verbal actions. Both implicit and explicit communication are important for 
team emergency-response situations such as firefighting [16,33] and avalanche res-
cue [11]. 

In addition to the insights that work on other emergency situations provides, we 
must also take into account some factors that make WSAR unique. For example, 
compared to urban firefighting contexts, WSAR workers operate for longer periods 
of time on average, and in remote wilderness environments with unpredictable ter-
rain and weather. Teams are scattered across distances and isolated from most of 
their colleagues, aside from those on their field team. This reduces opportunities for 
face-to-face interactions with others, and particularly with managers and planners 
at Command. With this being the case, remote communication is heavily empha-
sized. Field teams need information and instructions from Command, and Com-
mand needs information from the field. A great deal of information is passed along 
remotely, which brings about challenges in properly transmitting, receiving, and 
handling this information so that it is made the best use of. 

Furthermore, because WSAR takes place in natural areas with little built-up in-
frastructure, the search areas often contain poor cellular coverage. Additionally, ge-
ographic features such as mountains and valleys can block radio signals, resulting 
in radio ‘dead zones’ and in situations in which field teams transition between var-
ying states of connectivity to other teams and to Command. This creates a lack of 
reliable realtime communications between all members of a responding agency, 
thus making it harder to maintain a shared mental model. A shared mental model is 
a shared awareness, understanding, and agreement, of the progress made in the op-
eration and the status of teams, workers, and equipment; and the ability to project 
that knowledge to understand what will happen next and make future plans [6]. 

We focus our work on addressing the following research problems: 

(1) What types of information do WSAR workers pass along to each other re-
motely? Who passes along this information? To whom is it sent to? And 
what purposes do remote communication and information sharing fulfill in 
WSAR? 

(2) What challenges do WSAR workers face in sending and receiving infor-
mation remotely? What challenges do they face in understanding and mak-
ing good use of information that is passed along remotely? 

(3) How can we design technologies that better support remote communication 
and information sharing in WSAR? 
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In this chapter, we discuss an investigative study we conducted to understand 
WSAR communication and collaboration contexts and challenges. We also discuss 
technology prototypes we designed that present solutions to some of the challenges 
raised in our study. 

Investigative Study 

Our first goal was to understand the communicative and collaborative needs of 
WSAR workers and teams, the challenges that they face in remote communication, 
distributed collaboration, and maintaining a shared mental model, as well as the 
design opportunities and recommendations for distributed-collaboration tools for 
WSAR. In order to do this, we conducted an investigative study [21] consisting of 
two components: (1) an interview component, and (2) an observation component. 

For the first component, we interviewed 13 WSAR workers (11 men and two 
women), including four managers and five field team leaders. Interviews were each 
at least one-hour long and conducted in-person, over the phone, or via Skype, de-
pending on the participant’s preference and availability. We recruited participants 
from volunteer SAR agencies in Western Canada, serving communities near moun-
tains, lakes, rivers, and forests. Our participants were between the ages of 32 and 65 
(M = 49, SD = 13), and had between four and 21 years of experience working in 
WSAR (M = 10, SD = 7). Though we aimed for as much diversity in our participants 
as possible, the gender imbalance of our participants stems from the fact that, in 
Canada at least, there are more men serving as WSAR volunteers than women. 

For the second component, we observed a mock WSAR activity where over 100 
volunteers from 14 local SAR agencies gathered to search for 15 fictional lost sub-
jects in a forested area surrounded by mountains. This operation lasted for a full day 
and was organized by a local SAR agency for training purposes. The event simu-
lated the entire experience of a normal WSAR operation from beginning to end, 
including setting up the command post on site and organizing search assignment 
and sending out field teams. Only the organizers, who were not actually involved in 
the mock search as participants, knew all of the details of the simulation. Thus, none 
of the actual participants in the simulation knew all of the details beyond what they 
would learn on their own through carrying out the operation. A researcher on our 
team observed the operation from the command post, as a fly on the wall, took de-
tailed notes, and asked contextual questions to volunteers whenever they had a free 
moment. Due to safety and liability concerns of the organizers, we were unable to 
get a researcher to observe from the field perspective. 

We used open, axial, and selective coding to analyze the interview and observa-
tion data and reveal higher-level themes. We looked at phenomena from the per-
spectives of both the field and Command, to understand the similarities, differences, 
and tensions between the two settings. Open codes included things such as sending 
information, receiving information, location awareness, and activity awareness, 
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while axial codes included categorizations of the open codes such as information 
sharing and awareness. Selective codes and themes included communication goals, 
communication challenges, and workarounds. 

Next, we present an overview of our findings, followed by a set of design oppor-
tunities for WSAR remote-collaboration technologies. We then present design ideas 
following those opportunities and make suggestions for future work in this area. 

Findings and Design Opportunities 

Distributed Cognition and Awareness 

Workers at Command have many opportunities for implicit communication and 
awareness, given that they are co-located. Their interactions with each other are 
similar to those found in settings such as emergency coordination centres [3] and 
other control rooms [18,27,28]. In particular, workers communicate both explicitly 
and implicitly. We observed that managers made great use of written forms and 
physical artifacts, as well as their positions in the command office (Figure 2), in 
maintaining a mental model of the status of the operation. They used these artifacts 
for record keeping, planning future actions, and maintaining awareness of the pro-
gress of the search, including the statuses of personnel and resources. In accordance 
with distributed cognition, they offloaded this knowledge into the artifacts spread 
out across the command vehicle, thus making it easier for the management team to 
maintain a shared mental model of the operation. This was especially useful during 
role changeovers, which can happen during larger searches spanning several days. 
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Figure 2: The inside of the mobile office at the command post, where the SAR manage-
ment team oversee the operation, make planning decisions, and coordinate field teams. 

 
We observed that managers at Command communicate explicitly through talking 

directly to each other, and implicitly through keeping notes on paper and white-
boards, passing paper notes, clustering forms in various locations on the wall, dis-
playing maps and progress information on large screens, and playing back incoming 
radio messages on the speaker so that everyone in the command post can hear them. 
The shared artifacts at Command, such as the forms, sticky notes, and digital infor-
mation on screens, acted not only as artifacts for offloading knowledge (as per dis-
tributed cognition), but also as mediums for communication; i.e. feedthrough arti-
facts (see [12]). In other words, we observed managers at Command making use of 
these artifacts, pointing at forms, referencing locations on maps, and passing sticky 
notes, to support their communication with each other. The artifacts at Command 
also act as knowledge containers, conveying and keep track of people’s roles, tasks, 
team assignments, availability of equipment, and search areas that have been cov-
ered, and so on so forth. Workers wear different-coloured vests indicating their 
roles. These vests act both as communication artifacts (i.e., ‘I am wearing a Planner 
vest, therefore I am a Planner’) and artifacts storing knowledge (i.e., ‘the Planner 
vest is located on this person, thus she is the Planner’). At Command, it is generally 
easy for someone to get the information they need simply by paying attention to 
their surroundings or by looking through artifacts and notes around the command 
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vehicle. Workers can quickly figure out one’s status through this implicit commu-
nication. Though when it comes down to understanding the situations of field teams, 
given that they are far from the command post, management is more-heavily reliant 
on the artifacts at Command, since they cannot directly observe the field teams. 

During the mock search, when Command deployed field teams, they gave them 
each a set of paper maps and forms with the subject description, as well as notes on 
what type of search to conduct and where to search. Field teams would then take 
these forms out to the field with them and use the information on them for their 
duties. Both the field team and Command had a photocopy of the same forms. Com-
mand placed their copies of the forms on the wall in the command vehicle, to keep 
track of who was in the field and what they were doing. Each field team carried a 
GPS device and walkie talkie with them in the field, which they used to communi-
cate with Command. When a team returns, they would debrief with Command. It 
was at this stage that they would share in-person any information that had not been 
shared yet, or discuss in-detail information that could not have been shared easily 
over the radio. They would make references to their GPS records and locations they 
‘starred’ or ‘pinned’ using their GPS devices when discussing what they found. 
They would also return their copies of the forms to Command, where they would 
then be paired with Command’s copies and moved to a special section of the wall 
containing the completed task assignments. 

While implicit communication through feedthrough and deictic referencing [12] 
between Command and a field team was easy when the team was at Command (ei-
ther before or after an assignment), it was non-existent during an assignment, when 
a team was out in the field. Field teams could refer to annotated maps and notes 
from Command when out in the field, but when communicating via the radio, they 
could not make deictic references to their surroundings (e.g., ‘Look over here!’) or 
use objects as mediums for communication with Command. Instead, field teams had 
to be very descriptive when describing their surroundings or asking for help, as they 
had to be sure Command understood everything as much as possible. We noticed 
that sometimes teams even have to repeat their messages or reword them in order 
to get Command to understand them, and even then misunderstandings would still 
occur. 

We observed that the management team logged all radio messages from the field 
carefully and with a lot of detail. They did this to have a time record of key events 
to be able to refer to later if needed, and to protect themselves for liability purposes. 
In accordance with distributed cognition, the knowledge contained in the radio mes-
sages were transferred to the communications log, and thus was contained in the 
workspace and belonged to the organization as a whole. The knowledge could be 
used by others in the organization at a later time.  

In contrast to the management team, who had an awareness of the bigger picture, 
field teams had a more-focused lower-level picture of things, in relation to their 
current task assignments. According to some SAR workers, this level of detail was 
usually enough to complete their duties. 
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Though field teams are expected to stay focused on their tasks, we were told that 
sometimes they deviate from their assignments for various reasons. The overarching 
reason is usually that teams have a perspective from the field that is different from 
that of Command. They can see and experience things first hand that Command 
cannot from their mobile office. Thus, they may be making decisions based more 
on what they are experiencing first hand and less on what Command is suggesting 
to them. The realities of what is in the field may be different from what Command 
assumed the situation to be in the field. For example, a path that Command asked 
the team to search along might not exist or might be unsafe to traverse. 

Consistency and Control 

WSAR workers used documentation and communications to maintain a shared 
mental model and consistent agreement and understanding of what was happening, 
what progress was made, and what everyone is supposed to be doing. Command 
wanted workers’ knowledge to be as symmetrical as possible, and did not want there 
to be serious discrepancies in workers’ knowledge or in what they are doing versus 
what Command expects them to be doing. 

We observed that managers at Command maintain radio communications with 
field teams to build a higher-level situation awareness and shared mental model of 
the current status and progress of the search. They need this awareness for four main 
reasons: (1) to ensure that the teams in the field are safe, (2) to make sure they are 
on the right track in their assigned duties, (3) to understand the challenges they are 
facing, and (4) to prompt them for information and updates from the field (e.g., on 
clues they have found) in order to make informed decisions on what actions to take 
next. Command wanted new information to keep flowing in from the field so that 
their mental model would continue to update. Furthermore, Command wanted to 
keep in touch with field teams in order to update them with new information that 
was relevant to them, thus updating their mental models to the extent necessary, and 
keeping workers’ knowledge consistent and symmetrical. 

Network Sparseness 

One challenge our participants raised though was that radio reception is usually un-
reliable in the wilderness. This leads to incomplete information and asymmetries in 
knowledge, which makes it more difficult for WSAR responders to maintain a 
shared mental model. Some teams experience complete radio silence, or are in a 
state of being ‘offline’ from communications, often for several hours, which results 
in gaps and delays in information transmission. Command may not receive new 
information from a field team for several hours, and this information may be out of 
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date by the time they receive it. Similarly, a team that is in a radio gap may not hear 
updates about the bigger picture of the operation until they return to Command or 
step back into radio range. This contributes to asymmetries in workers’ knowledge 
and their individual mental models. In some extreme cases, this could mean a team 
continues to search their assigned area for hours after the subject is found. 

Furthermore, radio gaps sometimes resulted in a field team being in a ‘partially-
offline’ state, in which they are able to hear the radio transmissions of some teams 
but not of other teams. Hearing parts of a conversation made it difficult for teams 
to put it into context, as there was missing information. The ‘severity’ of ‘online/of-
fline’ state depends not only on how many others the team is able to contact, but 
more so on whom they are able to contact. For example, not being able to contact 
Command may be worse than not being able to contact another field team that is 
searching a location several kilometres away. 

Prioritizing Communication 

Different types of information need to be sent back and forth between Command 
and the field. Though they all need to go through, they have different levels of pri-
ority. Regardless of this, our findings reveal that the two-way radios that WSAR 
workers use do not always make it easy to convey the priority of messages. 

For one, all radio messages were sent and received in the same way, regardless 
of priority. Some messages were high priority and needed to be responded to im-
mediately (e.g., a field worker was injured and needed medical attention), while 
others were less urgent (e.g., a field team was giving a routine update to Command 
on their current location and progress in their task). However, two-way radios treat 
all messages the same (in a technological sense, at least), making it more difficult 
to distinguish between high-priority and low-priority messages. This introduced the 
potential for the recipient to not understand the true priority of the message. Work-
ers had to resort to using verbal terms to convey the urgency of messages, such as 
“pan-pan” (i.e., the situation is urgent but not life-threatening) or “mayday-
mayday” (i.e., the maximum urgency level; the situation is life-threatening). 

In addition, all messages required the same amount of work to attend to, regard-
less of their priority. Field workers said that they often have to stop what they are 
doing and find a location where they have radio connectivity with Command in 
order to send a message; rather than being able to queue up less-important messages 
to be sent as a text later. Command has to listen to and respond to messages at the 
moment they come in; rather than having less important messages arrive in an inbox 
and being able to attend to them at a more convenient time. 

In other cases, field teams wait until they return to Command before giving them 
some less-crucial piece of information, in order to avoid cluttering the radio with 
mundane messages. This is effectively asynchronous communication. As an exam-
ple, we observed that when a team returns to Command, they would give a SAR 
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manager their GPS device, containing a record of all the locations they traversed in 
their assignment. The manager would then upload the GPS record to a computer 
that would then display the path overlaid on a map. Over time, this digital map 
would populate with all of the paths of teams’ completed search assignments, as 
well as pins indicating special locations highlighted by teams as ‘points of interest’. 
This digital map would act as a representation of the status and progress of the 
search, as well as a of the organization’s collective knowledge and shared mental 
model. This also gave field teams an opportunity to explain, in-person, what they 
found in the field. This was easier to do when the team was back at the command 
post, rather than while in the field in the midst of their assignment. The lack of 
clarity of some messages over the radio, the difficulty of using the radio while trudg-
ing through the wilderness, and radio reception gaps made it more feasible to share 
this larger amount of information at Command, after it had already been logged 
automatically by a device. 

Awareness in the Field 

Field workers have told us that they want to have some awareness of other teams’ 
activities and the bigger picture of the operation, even when they are focused on 
their specific duties. They want to know, to the extent that it is relevant to them, 
how the bigger picture is evolving, what their impact is on the search operation, and 
how their remote team members are doing. Given that teams tend to spend hours in 
the wilderness, at the very least this awareness could boost their morale and make 
them feel less isolated from the rest of the organization. 

While this is the case, field teams generally benefit from a narrower scope of 
awareness, according to SAR managers, as they are supposed to be focused on their 
own duties. This creates an important design tension. High focus and structure is 
important, though some awareness of the bigger picture and how one’s actions fit 
within it could boost motivation and morale. This is similar to how players of online 
video games feel a higher sense of team commitment when they are able to hear and 
communicate with their team members [10]. Field workers sometimes try to gain 
this awareness by eavesdropping on communications between other field teams and 
Command on the radio channel. There is always an inherent curiosity of what others 
are doing and what they have found in the field. Sometimes this awareness can be 
useful, in that they could overhear relevant information from nearby teams, and po-
tentially coordinate based on that. For example, if a Team A discovers an obstacle 
and tells Command about it on the radio, Team B nearby could overhear that mes-
sage and adjust their actions based on that nearby obstacle; and potentially talk to 
Command or Team A directly about it. While it could have some benefit, hearing 
too much side communication can distract workers from focusing on their work and 
listening/watching for the subject. 
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While teams can overhear a lot of radio communications between the field and 
Command, they are generally prohibited (with some exceptions) from communi-
cating directly with each other on the radio without permission from Command. 
There are two reasons for this: (1) Command wants to prevent the radio channel 
from having too much traffic, since they need to listen to and record all communi-
cations on the shared channel, and (2) Command wants to have control and aware-
ness of communications. Usually when Command grants permission for two teams 
to talk directly to each other, it is for nearby teams that need to coordinate actions 
or resources in the field directly, without the inefficiency of having to go through 
Command first. For example, two nearby teams may need to talk to each other to 
help each other navigate around obstacles. In these types of cases, communication 
is quicker and more efficient if it is more direct, and the teams need to coordinate 
to get something done together as quickly and efficiently as possible. 

Use of Alternative Remote-Communication Modalities 

While the radio is useful for certain communications, there are other times when 
workers may want to send information through other channels beyond just audio. 
For instance, visuals and information rich in detail may be difficult or time-consum-
ing to describe verbally, and in some cases it may be helpful to send a photograph 
or video. Some SAR agencies already do this; allowing their members to send pho-
tos and videos of clues, as well as text descriptions, via SMS/MMS messaging to a 
manager at Command. 

The main challenge with introducing multiple communication modalities 
though, according to SAR managers, is that it could make it more difficult for Com-
mand to build a bigger-picture understanding of what is happening, as they then 
have to pay attention to multiple streams of information. In addition, it also adds a 
cost, as workers have to then be trained in how to properly utilize new communica-
tion channels (e.g., they may need to learn how to send an effective video message). 
This suggest two things: (1) it may be more beneficial to aggregate existing com-
munication channels and information streams before introducing new ones, and (2) 
WSAR workers and agencies should carefully consider whether or not a new infor-
mation stream is actually necessary before adding it, as there could be a cost over-
head of adding it (it is something else that has to be paid attention to). 

Summary, Design Opportunities, and Recommendations 

The findings from this study demonstrate that while maintaining a shared mental 
model is important for a WSAR response, there are many aspects of WSAR that 
make this challenging. We highlight the following design opportunities: 
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[Design Opportunity #1] Technology can be designed to support a shared mental 
model amongst WSAR workers responding to an incident. 

During a search, most communication happens on a single radio channel. This 
has the unintended side effect of keeping everyone in the loop, and aware at a 
higher level of what is happening, thus helping to foster a sense of inclusivity, 
team work, and purpose for one's work. Beyond overhearing radio communi-
cations, there are potentially other opportunities for technology design to foster 
this sense of belonging to a team. For example, technology that allows field 
workers to see the areas they have covered, the areas their colleagues have 
covered, and a collection of clues their colleagues have found as well as the 
messages they have sent (e.g., as text snippets) would allow them to see their 
actions and contributions in relation to their team mates, and this could foster 
a sense of community. 

[Design Opportunity #2] Gaps in radio and cellular reception bring about unique 
challenges in maintaining shared mental models across scattered locations, and so 
there is a necessity to support building and maintaining a shared mental model in 
network-sparse situations. 

While there are some technological solutions, like radio repeaters and mesh-
networking technologies (e.g., [38]) that could help minimize disconnected-
ness between teams and Command, more could still be done to provide WSAR 
workers with relevant information and awareness and maintain a shared mental 
model while disconnected. For example, it could be valuable to explore tech-
nologies that present field workers with relevant ‘offline’ information; or in 
other words, information that is already there, that can be presented to the user 
at relevant times while out of radio contact, or while ‘offline’. To illustrate a 
simple example: technology could show a field team how much of their as-
signed area they have covered, or show Command a prediction (through a sta-
tistical model) of where out-of-contact teams may be located and how much 
progress they are likely to have made at the current time, based on information 
that is already known, such as their given task assignments, their last-known 
position, weather, etc. While the information may not be perfectly accurate 
(e.g., it may be out of date or ‘stale’), it could still provide users with more to 
work with than just seeing nothing. Another example: when field workers are 
‘offline’, technology could give them relevant information such as expected 
weather changes, predictions of where the other field teams are located, and 
predictions of when Command might want to receive an update from them. 

[Design Opportunity #3] There could be benefit to introducing increased aware-
ness between field teams and Command. 

This already exists to some extent, as Command is able to observe the GPS 
locations of teams, look at forms, and listen in on radio conversations. Even 
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with all of this though, Command still needs to put a lot of effort into com-
municating explicitly with the field teams to get an update of their statuses. 
There could be benefit to having more of this information come in automati-
cally. It could save time for Command, allowing them to put more attention 
toward other activities. For example, it may be worth exploring wearable 360° 
cameras worn by field workers that automatically take and send geotagged 
photos of their surroundings to Command, where they are then displayed over 
maps of the search area. Photos could come in periodically (e.g., every 10 
minutes, or every 500 metres) or during key events such as when they have 
reached a certain location or when they are stopped for a long time. 

In addition to these opportunities, we also make the following recommendations: 

[Recommendation #1] While shared mental models are important, new technolo-
gies should not burden workers with too much irrelevant information and should 
filter information and messages depending on one’s duties, role, location, time, and 
cruciality of the information. 

If field teams receive too much information that is irrelevant to them and their 
duties, they could easily become distracted or overwhelmed, and start to miss 
or ignore important messages. Only the most important details, such as infor-
mation relevant to the team’s duties, basic bigger-picture details (such as is 
everyone okay, has the subject been found, etc.), and the teams’ contributions 
to the bigger picture should be presented. 

[Recommendation #2] Before introducing more communication channels and in-
formation streams (such as videos, pictures, and text), designers should first focus 
on aggregating the existing channels together and presenting the information in a 
simplified way to the necessary people. 

While more information gives workers more ways of exploring the data they 
collect, it also increases the risk of mental overload. Thus, the information 
should be carefully managed, aggregated, and presented such as to not over-
whelm the intended user. Based on our findings, we recommend presenting 
information in different ways (e.g., as a location on a map or an event on a 
timeline) and with different levels of detail, depending on who is viewing it 
and in what context they are viewing it. For example, if a manager pulls up a 
task assignment number, they may be interested in looking at the rough search 
path and the area covered. If a field worker pulls up the same assignment num-
ber, they may be interested in seeing lower-level details on the search tech-
niques to carry out, the landmarks in the field to watch out for, and the equip-
ment they need to bring with them. Moreover, a field worker may be interested 
in seeing the search path in relation to their own first-person view of the envi-
ronment, whereas Command may be interested in seeing it overlaid on a map. 
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[Recommendation #3] Given the mental and physical demands that workers face, 
WSAR communications should be as simple, minimal, quick, and distraction-free as 
possible. 

This is true for both field workers and Command. For Command, technology 
should provide minimal distractions from planning and operations duties. For 
field workers, technology should provide minimal distractions from immediate 
surroundings, allow them to communicate hands-free if possible, reduce the 
time needed to send and receive messages, allow them to respond to less-cru-
cial messages when they are less busy, and allow them to focus on listening 
and being on the lookout for the lost person. 

Technology Designs 

While WSAR agencies are starting to use more modern technology such as text and 
picture messaging, this can lead to multiple information streams, and the possibility 
of valuable information being overlooked. While the introduction of new technolo-
gies may come at a cost for SAR agencies, we believe that modernizing communi-
cation technology could ultimately bring benefits.  In the following section, we in-
troduce two design ideas for support WSAR distributed collaboration. The first 
aggregates multiple information streams into a single tabletop system. The second 
involves the use of drones as tools to allow managers at Command to communicate 
with and assist field teams on the ground; allowing Command to (a) see a field team 
in context with their surrounding environment and (b) communicate ‘non-verbally’ 
with the team via the drone’s movements (e.g., movement cues for navigational 
instructions). 
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Terrain Table for Manager Awareness 

 
Figure 3: The WSAR Terrain Table, a tangible interface for supporting SAR managers in 

building and maintaining higher-level awareness of an operation. From [22]. 
 
We designed a tangible interface for supporting managers at Command in building 
and maintaining awareness of an ongoing operation [22]. Called the WSAR Terrain 
Table (Figure 3), this interface brings together information from multiple sources 
and presents them in a single location, and thus is an early attempt at aggregating 
multiple information streams. The base of this tool is a physical terrain model of the 
search area. Placed over the terrain are physical props indicating information that 
remains constant or changes infrequently (e.g., the locations of the command posts). 
Projected over the terrain are digital representations of information that changes 
frequently, such as weather information (e.g., wind direction and speed, cloud 
cover), the makeup of the terrain (e.g., which parts are covered by snow, which parts 
are water and which are ground), the current locations of the field teams, the paths 
the teams have taken, and the locations of clues. This tabletop interface is intended 
to be placed in a convenient, accessible, and easy to see location in the command 
post. It is meant to support workers at Command in their management and planning 
duties by allowing them to inspect the statuses of the search environment, the field 
teams, and the progress of the search through visual observations from multiple 
viewpoints as well as via inspections through touch and physically handling objects 
on the terrain. 

To illustrate a simple usage scenario: Elizabeth, a WSAR manager, is called to 
join an ongoing search response and take over for another manager, Lucy, who had 
been on duty for the past 12 hours. Elizabeth needs to familiarize herself with the 
progress of the operation and the status of the personnel and resources. Lucy briefs 
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Elizabeth with details about the operation, and while doing so, they both approach 
the tabletop and interact with it. Lucy also uses the interface to help demonstrate 
the key points she describes Elizabeth, communicating through both feedthrough 
(e.g., moving flags on the terrain) and deictic referencing (e.g., pointing to spots on 
the terrain where digital icons indicate that teams are located. She also gestures at 
areas where the interface shows there is cloud buildup, suggesting that a storm could 
be imminent. Lucy also presses her hands on some of the steeper mountains on the 
terrain, indicating to Elizabeth to instruct teams that she sends to those areas to bring 
the equipment necessary for steep ascents. Once Lucy is confident that Elizabeth is 
ready to take over, she hands her the manager vest and lets her take over. 

Drones for WSAR Distributed Collaboration 

 
Figure 4: Drones can be used to enable video-based remote collaboration between a remote 
user indoors and a co-located user in the field. Such a setup could allow a worker at Com-

mand to assist a team in the field. Figure from [20]. 
 
We are also exploring the use of drones for supporting distributed collaboration in 
WSAR. Drones could provide a unique overhead perspective, which could be useful 
for both field workers and Command, allowing them to inspect the space from an-
gles that would otherwise be unachievable [20]. This perspective could be espe-
cially beneficial for WSAR, as it allows workers to see things they would otherwise 
not be able to see from the ground; potentially even spotting the lost subject. 

Drones can be used to accompany a field worker as they communicate with and 
receive assistance (e.g., navigational instructions) from a manager at Command. We 
have explored similar scenarios with general (non-WSAR) users in a previous study 
we ran [20]. In this work, we designed a drone-video-conferencing interface in 
which the drone follows the local (outdoor) user (Figure 4) and the remote (indoor) 
user views through the drone's camera feed (Figure 5). With this system, we ran a 
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study with pairs of participants, one remote at an indoor location and the other out-
doors with the drone. Pairs worked on activities involving searching through and 
organizing objects around a park. The local (outdoor) partner had to do the physical 
work required for the tasks, while the remote (indoor) partner had to assist using the 
visual information visible in the drone’s camera view. We found that while this 
setup allows users to collaborate on such tasks more easily than with Skype-like 
video-chat interfaces, the introduction of the drone camera view brings about new 
challenges. For example, indoor users sometimes had difficulty translating naviga-
tional directions from the frame of reference of the drone to that of the local partner. 
For example, the indoor user might say “move up” or “move down”, though up and 
down from the perspective of the drone might translate to forward and backward 
from the perspective of the person on the ground. In addition, indoor users some-
times had trouble comprehending and contextualizing all of the information visible 
in the drone view. Outdoor users were sometimes distracted by the drone, but also 
saw it as a unique embodiment that could be used to convey non-verbal (consequen-
tial) communication from the indoor user. In this way, drones can be used as, for 
example, navigation tools (similar to [5,26,31,32]) controlled by Command to help 
guide a field team to an area that is difficult to find from the ground but easy to see 
from up in the air. 

 

 
Figure 5: The interface for a video-conferencing system that allows an indoor user to assist 

an outdoor user with the help of a drone’s camera view. Figure from [20]. 

Conclusion 

Overall, our work opens up the design space for new technologies for supporting 
distributed collaboration in WSAR, with lessons that could also inform the design 
of technologies for distributed collaboration in other high-stakes activities taking 
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place in network-sparse environments. Our investigative study outlined communi-
cation, awareness, and information-sharing activities and challenges of WSAR 
workers both in the field and at Command, as well as opportunities for design to 
address these challenges. We also presented design ideas to address these chal-
lenges. We plan to work closely with WSAR members and agencies to continue 
iterating on these designs and evaluate them to further understand the opportunities 
they bring and additional challenges that may need to be addressed. 

Beyond WSAR, the findings from our work could potentially inform the design 
of remote-collaboration technologies for other high-stakes collaborative activities 
taking place in network-sparse situations. Such activities could include other types 
of SAR (e.g., urban, marine), military activities such as combat or peacekeeping, or 
large-scale disaster response in areas where communications infrastructure is down. 
Technologies that provide more opportunities for asynchronous communication 
could allow workers to share and receive information when they have a connection. 
When users do not have a connection, it would still be useful for technologies to 
attempt to provide valuable information and fill knowledge gaps. This could be done 
through displaying to the user (or reminding the user of) information that is already 
known and that is relevant in the current context or at the current location. E.g., a 
system that knows that the user is approaching a mountain could tell the user the 
current conditions of that mountain, such as snow buildup or the weather forecast. 
Such information would already be ‘saved’ or ‘stored’ on the device after having 
been fetched when in ‘online’ or in radio contact with others, but only provided to 
the user when it is needed. Another way this could be done is through providing 
statistical predictions of information that is not known, but can be inferred with 
what is known. E.g., the location of a colleague or team in a radio dead zone may 
not be known, but could be predicted using their last known location, their path or 
direction of travel (which may be known in an activity like WSAR if they have a 
task assignment), their speed of travel, and the amount of time that has passed. This 
prediction could be presented to a user who wants it, alongside a confidence rating. 
Lastly, technologies for remote collaboration in network-sparse conditions should 
warn users of ‘radio dead zones’, so that they are able to anticipate and plan for 
when they are about to enter such zones. 
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